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CHAPTER I 
The inequalities dealt with will generally apply to both real and 
complex numbers. When the discussion is restricted to one particular set 
of numbers, this will be stated explicitly. A statement made in terms of 
complex numbers will generally hold true for real numbers in a similar 
perspective. 
For the most part, the discourse is approached axiomatically. Other 
portions are difficult to formulate strictly systematically. Particular 
inequalities arising in elementary analysis are often proven more easily by 
some special device than by general systematic theory. Therefore, the 
proofs used at any particular instance might depend upon very different 
ideas. But, an attempt is made to prove each inequality stated and to ex¬ 
plain the relative ideas. 
Our objective has been to discuss thoroughly the inequalities which are 
extensively used in many parts of analysis. Fundamental among these are the 
inequalities of Holder and Minkowski with their respective special cases, the 
Cauchy-Schwarz and triangle inequalities. 
Personal interest in certain recently developed phases of mathematics 
has influenced our selection of topics and our approach to them. A consider¬ 
able amount of insight into the general theory and techniques of these topics 
is required as background material. Some difficulty was experienced in 
bringing the major emphasis to the inequalities without losing material 
substance. 
The initial aim of the study was to present "the theory of inequalities 
from a perspective similar to that of theory of equalities. One complete 
1 
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text devoted to the subject of inequalities, Inequalities, by Hardy, Little 
wood and Polya, written in 1934, was found. It is felt that a complete up 
to-date work on inequalities would considerably aid many students in their 
study of modern analysis. 
CHAPTER II 
FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS 
We assume a set of numbers, the operations of addition (+) and multi¬ 
plication (*)• The most important property of the numbers to this study is 
that of order. The real numbers are an ordered number field. The complex 
numbers are a field, but they have no explicit order relation. There is, 
however, at least one subsytem of the complex numbers which is isomorphic to 
the real numbers and, therefore, share the same order relation. 
The concepts of order, distance, limits and others are called metric 
properties. Simultaneously, the real and complex possess such properties 
along with their familiar algebraic ones. Algebraically, the number express¬ 
ions are referred to as scalars or constants; while metrically, they are 
associated with points or vectors. 
Statements in which the symbols < and > , "less than" and greater than" 
respectively, are used, are called strict inequalities. "Less than or equal 
to " < and "greater than or equal to" > are referred to as mixed inequalities. 
The statements aC<p and Ç >ct are called equivalent inequalities. 
For real numbers CK. and ^ the following order relations are true: 
1. One and only one of the following is true: C?CZ. O or 
2. If CK and @ are greater than or equal to zero, so are + p 
and ccf! . 
Other properties of order, absolute value or results of the operations 
which are basic for real numbers: 
1. For real numbers ^ and p if CK. - ^ ? 0 and for k>0, 
3 
2. when is real. 
3. \(&t 2 ■ \°^\ and 1*^12.0, where | ci J is the "absolute value" of cC . 
4. ^ 
5. If then ^ £ <*3 
The linear problems of algebra and analysis are concerned primarily with 
certain operators on the various spaces. Their solution calls for some 
general type of measure and integration theory. The sets, sequences, series, 
and functions discussed are defined and measurable on a space of at least 
one dimension which is associated with the real or complex numbers. Unless 
specified, statements made about linear spaces without qualification can be 
applied to both real and complex spaces. 
CHAPTER III 
NOHMED LINEAR SPACES 
Section 3,1 Absolute value in Euclidean Spaces 
The most fundamental inequalities used daily in analysis involve 
finite sums and products of non-negative scalars. A convenient motion for 
this purpose is that of the absolute value of a number. 
Definition: For any complex number z - + fzl ~\/acz+ P x = | 
for real numbers oc and p . / z / ■ 0 if and only if Z 3 0 i.e. = p * 0. 
For complex numbers z and z, 
zz * (<* ♦ ^ i) ( & - p i) ■ c*?" ♦ p 2 3 | z |2 and J z / ■ l/zî» 
Theorem: The absolute value of a product of n factors (n ■ 1, 2, * • *) is 
equal to the product of the absolute value of its factors; that is 
I OLz • • * cCrt j as j' j a.^1' •»- . !«:»,{ 
Proof: If we consider the products £*^m and uJ = &-/4.x. ) 
W ou — | I — ) — {*** ^z. I 
= fa *,)(**«*) = i^i*' 
and therefore l^/l'\<Xz\ ~ 
Through repeated application of this result, we can obtain a result for 
products of n factors. When tX, ~ ccz~ " ' J ct? j = /cc | 
For sums of n terms we have the proposition: 
fee, +<XZ + " * + | 6. I<*■ i | + l<*-x\+ * " + | | jOL^ j - 2-|^ / 
Equality holds only if either all numbers <^i “0, i * 1, 2, ***n or all the 
ratios ... , are non-negative real numbers. 
Proof: For two numbers and ^ , 
\O., + CL^ \2= (*c, + ^z)(&,+<xz) 
= I !X + <8. + / 
5 
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Since <*-? < ctf + , and cL, cC^ and oc/ ux are complex conjugates, 
\*tC + a.R*-i*',âSL) + \eLx\
x 
- l^//i+ Z\d,\-lcLxi+ i^j> 
- n*/w*wj2' x 
l^, + ^lZ'± I a, I 4- fdo-{ 
The equality is true if and only if Re ( &C, o<~x. ) * Re ( ct,CCZ ) = j<x, ccx j 
Assuming OC. ^ 0, C£.C?> 0 and ■ * —120, £V#'/ A 
From this example, 
/ (<X/ + <X-i) - j "i + | + | ^3 j 1 K |+ l^l + l^l 
By the application of mathematical induction, the proposition can be extend¬ 
ed to the case having n terms, such that, 
I I — I 11T {/ + " 4~h j°L*J j 
From the definition of absolute value of a complex number, it is evident 
that given + $,i.) and f ■ ( + i^ ) 
= l(*i-*z)i++(?,-Pz)l s. Vj<x,+&,f'+ 
Likewise, since |oL( ■ |"^| by substituting - ^ for ^ in the inequal¬ 
ity |<£, + ^ J< j cX,j + l oc^j we observe that 
l*/-**|- |<*/J + (*2f 
Geometrically, the absolute value of oc is the length of the vector 
extending from the origin to cC in the Euclidean plane, and 
is the distance or length of the vector from oc, to <X^% 
Theorem: For any two numbers oC and p and for any p 21 we have 
l<*+p \r <3.e(\«.\'+mf) 
Proof: Observe that max )P| < 2max ^ \ oc\j | £ J J 
K+H'’<('M+jPf/<<2max {|rf| , IP I )/■ 
MAX fz'lttl? z'ifl/fj 5z/’lxle+2/>IPIF=. tf(icc\
r+\pf) 
Section 3.2 The Holder and Minkowski Inequalities 
We shall now define and examine some of the properties of a metric 
space. 
Definition: The set of points X is a metric space, denoted (X, ? ), if for 
every point x, y andzeX the real-valued function f called the metric has 
the properties: 
1. /’(x, y) Z 0, equality holds if and only if x * y 
2. f (xj y) - Ay, x) and 
3. f (x,y )<Ax,z) ♦ /* (y, z) 
Each pair (x, y) is a member of the set X x X. Since the metric is always 
a non-negative real-valued function, it has properties in common withabsolute 
value. For instance, the set of all real and complex U and @ where 
f ~fj is an example of a metric space. In general, the n- 
dimensional Euclidean space Efl whose points x and y are the n-tuples 
x “[X, , ..., xn} and y * ^y^ y2, ..., y^ is a metric space with 
metric ^(x, y) - [ (xj - y^2 + (x£ - y2)2 + ... + (xn - yn)
2J ^ 
Theorem: If x, y and z are any three points in Euclidean space En, then 
f* (x, y)< f (x, z) + f (y, z). 
Proof: Suppose z * 0, then Ax, y) * /Ax, °) + /Ay,0) implies 
/ x - y / ■[ I (x. • yj2/ ^ < iZxf F + (21 yf ) ^ - 1 x | * | y J 
(Since ( ^ - P )2 S 0, for oil: 0 and -- >■ r> 
r 2 which is the 
arithmetic-geometric inequality for two numbers). 
-8- 
Let OC - ‘il and @ I Vi I . Ç/Vi* — ( ^ V lyi )3 
(Xv/Jï 
which is Cauchy’s inequality. By replacing y^ with x^ - y^, 
(2(n, y) - £ (x* - y1)ls:|*i|. |x. - y.| ♦ Thil • | - yj 
^ C( £ 4 f ♦ ( x y-/] • [ Z<*i - y/J * 
and the result follows. 
Since |I*J|S / x|* / y| , [X(*. * y^*] * £ ( 1| x. | V ♦ fclyj *> 
which is the triangle inequality and a special case of the Minkowski inequality. 
In an analogous fasion to that used in dealing with the Euclidean metric, 
we shall consider a variety of metrics. For every pM, there is a metric 
such that/^(x.y) - - yj P)1/?* 
Theorem: Holder's inequality) If p> 1 and q > 1 so that l/p * l/q ■ 1, 
n ^ ,n_ , ,t),l/p 
2v* 
<&(*/) P(£|yi| «^for any x. and y in X. 
i i 
l/p l/q a b 
Proof: Let us prove first the inequality a b — ♦ — for any non- 
P q 
negative a and b. Consider the function f(t) * t<x*'/ - <X t *<X - 1 defined 
ex- -1 
for 0<°^< 1, and non-negative t. f'(t) * ott - OC and f(l) ■ 
f’(l) = 0, f’(t) > 0 for 0< 1, and for t > 1, f'(t) 0 f(t) has a 
maximum for t * 1. Suppose b > 0, and let t - a/b and <X - l/p. Then 
l/t> 
f(a/b) * (a/b) ■ l.a + 1 - 1 £ 0* Multiplying by b gives 
I/P ,/p pî ? 
a b^" < a + b(l - l)which is the desired result, a^Pb1^ < a + ^ 
- P P " T> q 
Applying this to the numbers ai * j x^
P/ ^ jxJP, ^ -jyj1/ §1 J yj*1, for 
each i * l,2,...,n we get 
IVil , VA 
- P q 
<k 11 ,f)lh « i>ilq)1/q i l-l 
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Bjf adding these n inequalities we obtain the Holder inequality. 
Theorem (Minowski's inequality): 
If p > 1, then ( ijx.ty. |P)l/p< (ZlxJ P)l/p + (ë|y ( P)l/p 
i=l 1 -C-i <-• 1 
Proof: The case p * 1 is the triangle inequality. Suppose p> 1 
Now observe that 
< lxil * I yil>p “(Kl * Kl)P"11 xi I * < Kl♦ kil 
•• |< I xil * I \ I >P ■ fj(< I xi I * lI )p_11 xi I ♦ |< KlMyJ l"'11 y±| 
The first sum on the right may be estimated by Holder's inequality as follows 
(similarly for the second sum). 
>\ n I n l/p vi l/q 
lxil ^ (£!xiip) <JE,<( *xii * I ri! >>*> 
< Jl xil P>1/p ♦ [yt\ )p)1/, 
Thus 
>v 
z. |( |*.| ♦ |y.| )p< (dty±\ p)l/p * (ilyj 
p)1/p)ci(( Uil «-lyj >p)l/q 
Assume 2. ( I x l + I y. | )P^ 0 and divide, we get 
^*5/ l 1 ' 
( s, <1 xi'+1 yi i,p >1/p - <j(i 
xi iP)1/p + < 5,1^1 p>1/p 
Since (2L lx. + y. I p)^p <: (21 ( | x.I +[y. I )p)^ P Minowski's inequality 
l1 1 1 ‘ *” 1 1 
follows. 
The inequality for the metric f is obtained by putting x_^ - z^ 
in place of x^ and z^ - y^ in place of y^ in Minkowski's inequality. 
The Arithmetic mean-geometric mean inequality, the Cauchy and triangle 
inequalities and the Holder and Minkowski inequalities are the classical 
ones of mathematical analysis. They can be combined in many different 
10 
ways to give numerous further results, as we shall in part demonstrate. 
Definition: The set of points X is said to be a linear space if for every 
point, x, y and z in X, and constants OL and £ addition and multiplication 
have the following properties: 
1. x + y and xy are in X 6. l*x * x 
2. x+y*y+x 7. ^(x) * <*(^x) 
3. x+ (y + z) * (x + y) + z 8. +(5 )xm<Xx +fix 
4. every equation y + x * z has a unique solution 
5* (x + y) - <Xx + (Xy 
The simplest important example of a linear space is the set of n- 
tuples x x2> ...jX^j and y * ^y^ 
on which addition 
A 
and multiplication are defined such that x ♦ y ■ 51(x. + y.\ i ■ 1, 2, ...,n 
A-- I 1 V 
and a(x t^x^,&Cx “J . 0 = (0,0,...,0) and -x= (-x^,-x2,..., -x^. 
Definition: A set £xj^ , i - 1,2,...n of points in X is said to be linear¬ 
ly independent when + <SÏ2X2 + ••• * ^nXn * °* ^ some **"i^° 311(1 
<X„x * oc x ♦•••■*■ (Xx *0, the set of points is linearly dependent. 
11 2 2 n n 
If X contains n linearly independent elements while every set of n ♦ 1 
elements is linearly dependent, then X is said to be n-dimensional. 
In this sense, the Euclidean plane is a two-dimensional linear space. 
If a space X is not finite-dimensional, it is then infinite dimensional. 
An infinite set X is line airly independent if every finite subset of X is 
linearly independent; otherwise, it is linearly dependent. The spaces of 
greatest interest in analysis are infinite dimensional. 
Section 3.3 The Lebesgue Integral 
Inequalities which are true for finite sums may often be extended to 
-11- 
integrals by using limits. We will now derive and later apply those funda¬ 
mental inequalities, stated in terms of integrals, which are directed to the 
problems of showing existence, or allows clarification or extensions of 
existing concepts. 
Definition: A non-negative extended real valued set function, defined on 
a collection of sets is called a measure. 
The definition of measure applies first to bounded set. An unbounded 
set is measurable, if any bounded part of it is measurable and its measure 
is the least upper bound of the measures of its bounded parts. 
If the set ^ is a countable collection of open intervals in the 
covering of a set A of real numbers, the outer measure m*A of A is the 
n 
inf2il(I ), 1(1.) is the metric of the interval. When m*A is defined, the 
n l 
set E is measurable when m*A * m* (ADE) ♦ m* (AHE1). mE denotes the 
measure of E. If mE<°°, then E has finite measure. When E is a measurable 
set, the Lebesgue measure is the outer measure of E. 
Definition: The function f(x), x £ X, is Lebesgue measurable on a set E, 
when the set for which f >c( is measurable for each finite (X • 
If f(x) is measurable, so are | f(x)J and /fCx)/** whereat is a 
real number. The theory of measurable functions is extended to complex 
values where f (x) ■ g(x) + ih(x) is measurable when g and h are defined on 
a measurable set. 
If f(x) is a measurable function defined on (a,b) with real or complex 
values, it is essentially bounded if there exists an M > 0 such that the set 
£x/f(x)> has measure zero. If M exists, the smallest such M is called 
the essential least upper bound of f(x) and is denoted ess sup | f(x)j • A 
-12- 
property is said to exist "almost everywhere" (abbreviated a.e.) if the set 
of points where it fails to hold has measure zero. 
s .a ♦ i 
Definition: If E is any subset of X, the function r. j Q ij if x £ E 
if x £E 
defined for all x g, X is the characteristic function of the set E. 
The correspondence between a set and its characteristic function is one 
to one, and all properties of sets and set operations may be expressed by means 
of characteristic functions. A function <p defined on a finite disjoint class 
•n 
of measurable sets E^, (x) * j^E^(x) is called a simple function if <p 
only assumes a finite number of values for X €, E£. A simple function (p 
is integrable if mE^<oo for every i where 0. The integral of a 
simple function 9? defined on a finite measurable set is denoted J ■ 
-r\ <P (x) dx * J^T.mE. • 
Definition: If bounded measurable function f(x) is defined on finite 
measurable set E, the Lebesgue integral of f(x) over E is defined by ^f (x)dx 
■ inf jÇ <3p(x)dx for all simple functions <p2f. If <p(x) * 0, the integral 
of is also zero. 
Section 3.4 The iP and ifi" Normed Spaces 
For p> 1 let 
m£[ a,bj denote the class of all functions f(x), 
x £ fa,bj which are defined a.e. and measurable such that jf(x) | p is 
Lebesgue integrable over [a,bj . The set of equivalence classes into which 
JC,
P can be divided is denoted by IP, where * L. With the appropriate 
definitions of addition and multiplication, the IP classes become linear 
spaces. The zero element of I? is the equivalence class consisting of all 
f such that f (x) " 0 a.e. These spaces are of interest in connection with 
various kinds of integrals and with Fourier transforms. The space is 
-13- 
especially important. It is in a legitimate sense the most direct and 
fruitful generalization of ordinary finite dimensional Euclidean space."*" 
denotes the class of all measurable and essentially bounded 
functions f defined on (a,b). We then define the linear space L°° in 
relation to just as we define LP in relation to f also denoted 
a class of equivalence functions. 
Definition: If p 2. 1» a measurable function f defined on £ afbj belongs 
to the space L** [ a,bj if }\ KJP«o. 
The spaces lPt 1 < co, become normed linear spaces when the norm 
Ilf II is defined. 
Definition: The space X is a normed linear space if norm f ||f l|y is 
defined such that: 
1. Ilf/I > 0, equality holds only if f * 0, a.e. 
2. Ilf* g|| < llfll * ||g|| and 
3. D<*f|l * K|*||f|| • 
For every f £. iP, ||f|| j|f || * ( |f| P)*"^P for p<c» 
and || f || * ess sup | f j when p at oo. 
P 
Let us consider the theorem: For non-negatiye numbers CL and p , p>l 
and q>l so that Vp
+ Vq * l»c£^p + which has already been 
proven. We will now apply it and the following inequalities in showing that 
the L*5 spaces are normed linera spaces. 
Theorem: (Holder's inequality) If positive p and q such that l/p + l/q * 1, 
Halmos, P.R. Measure Theory (New York, 1950), pp.178 
and if f £ LP and g£Lq, then fg£L and |/fg | < ^ | fg j < || f ]/ . |J g /|q. 
Equality holds if and only if |f | P * jg| q a.e. 
Proof: If || f || ■ 0 or JJ g // * 0, the theorem is obvious. If 1< p <ao , 
and 1< q<co , suppose that |t f ||p “ |( g ||^ * 1 and apply the above stated 
inequality in which # * | f | **, and p ■ | g | q. Then (1) j fg|< i j f J P 
+ Î | g | q. By integrating, we get (2) ^)\f | P + ^-/{g J q * 1. 
If f and g are non-zero elements of IP and Lq respectively, j| f || ^ ® 811(1 
|| 8 /I° then 811(1 jj g IJ both have norm 1. Substituting in 
P 1 q 
(2) gives 
iifV,|g«5 
fittl- / J£L 
' ’ ltf II p 
I g I < 1. Equality holds 
Il B II 
q 
if and only if | f | p * | g | q a.e« 
2 o 
The special case f g, L and g £ L is the Cauchy inequality. 
Theorem: If both f and g are in iP, then their sum f + g is in iP and 
«fg|lp <|f||p* ||g||p. 
Proof: 
We assume that 1 < p<oo , and l<q<<x?. If f and g are bounded, so is f ♦ g 
and II f * g II ^ 0. Prom Holder's inequality it follows that 
I f ♦ g |P5|f I • If * g |P * I g I • 1  * g |p *<. 
< I f l p * U |P)1/p (2 | r ♦ g | «*(P-1))1/«ï 
••• |f*g|P<2p/q(|f|I'* | g | p) 
which implies that (f + g) £. iP# 
(Ilf * g II )P “ /|f + g |P </|f | . |f ♦ g [ 1,-1 ♦ /|g| • |f ♦ g|P_1 
' 
<</|f lp>1/p </|f * gfWg* (/|g|p)1/p(/|f * g|p)1/q 
■ ( H f || + l| g |j ) ( Il f + g l| )P//<5 and the result 
P P P 
follows. In case f and g are unbounded, from the definition of || f Iloo * 
-15 
ess sup | f | , we can find a h(x) such that sup f»p-n * + g | P a.e, over 
all bounded functions h(x). Since J ^ ^ “|| b H | we have 
(|f * g|p;i/pSl|flU|!gll= 
When p * 1, the triangle inequality would yield the desired result. 
In some work dealing with normed linear spaces, completeness is needed 
to insure the existence of limits. On such occasions a metric must be defined. 
Definition: A normed linear space X in which x and y are members, the metric 
fis defined by the statement f (x, y) “ jj x - y j| • 
The space is complete if there exists a sequence of elements of 
X such that lim ilx^ - x // "0 for some x in X. 
A“ m 
In case X is a function space, a sequence | f^ J has a metric which is 
similarly defined. The I? spaces are complete. 
Section 3.5 faner Product Spaces, Bessels Inequality and Fourier Series 
A conçilete normed linear space of especial interest is the inner-product 
space, in which the norm of a vector is defined in terms of a real-valued 
function of two vectors called the inner product. 
Definition: If x and y are in X, the inner product (x,y) is the real-valued 
function which assigns to each ordered pair of elements x and y a value such 
that: 
1. (x, x) > 0, where equality holds when x * 0. 
2. (x,y ) » (y, x), complex conjugates 
3. (&x, y) - <*(xty) and (x ♦ x , y) => (x ,y) + (x , y) 
id i * 
Immediately from the definition follows (1) (x, <*y) * <^(x,y) and 
(x,y., ♦ yJ ■ (x,y ) ♦ (x, y ) and (3) (x,0) * 0. X is called animer ± d 1 2 
product space. If X is n-dimensional, where x * •••» § ^ 8111,1 
-16- 
y * {Jî1’'ï)2* "j » 
the inner Product is <x»y) " *^2^2 * ••• n 
and the Nora il x II ■ f *£2 ♦••• ♦ &2• If n * 2, (x,x)^ - J| x j| 
v 1 2 nJ 
2 
and (x,x) - J| x (j . 
In an inner product space, the Cauchy inequality for functions states 
the following: 
Theorem: For any two functions f and g in X, | (f ,g) ( _ || f || • || g|f . 
Proof: For g * 0, (f,g) “0. If g ^ 0, choose a function such as 
(f + <*g, f +4g) - (f,f) + «C(g, f) + a(f,g) + cc%(g,g) > o 
By substituting _ (f,g) for each GC, we have 
(g»g) 
(f,f) - (f^g)(^,f) > 0 
/. (f,*)(g,f)< (f,f)(g,r) or |(f,g)|^ ||f l| .||g|| . 
For finite sums, Minkowski's inequality states: 
Theorem: For any two functions f and g in X, |f + g l| *= || f IJ * || g || • 
Proof : For f ■ g * 0, || f ♦ g || * 0. For // f ♦ g // / 0, 
Il f ♦ g II2 m (f * g, f * g) " (f + g,f) ♦ (f ♦ g, g) 
- (f,f) + (g,f) ♦ (f,g) -f (g,g) 
■ (f,f) + 2|(f,g)J + (g,g) > 0 and 
|(f,g) | £ || f || + K g || • 
An important concept in inner-product spaces is that of orthogonality. 
Definition: Two elements f and g in X are orthogonal and denoted fj_g 
if (f ,g) * 0. A set S in X is an orthogonal set if any two different 
elements (p and ^ of S are orthogonal. If II f* 1 for all (P in S, the 
-17- 
system is orthonormal* 
If we consider the real space L^(0, 2Ï), the elements determined by the 
functions 1 , 1 cos t, 1 cos 2t, ... and 1  sin t, _1_ sin 2t, 
Yzrr W fif fft ffr 
... for® an orthonormal set. 
Theorem: If X is an orthonormal space, the metric f ( f , Ÿ ) m^~2 for every 
p and f7 in S. 
Proof: If and || <¥ || * f| Ÿ (| ■ 1, we have - ^0 * 
(f,n - cf,f) -|| f- riI2 - 2 and 
nr.^u -VT 
In our discussion of orthonormal sets, one of our main goals is the deter¬ 
mination of the nature of a closed linear manifold generated by a given ortho¬ 
normal set. 
Definition: A non-empty subset S in X is called a linear manifold in X if 
for any scalar OC and elements x and y belonging to S, oC x and x + y are also 
in S. 
Theorem: (Bessel's inequality) 
Let •••» $^n be a se*!0®006 the elements of the orthonormal 
set S and x in X, then (I) II*#2- 
Proof: Let % • (x, f\ ), then 
0£(*-f x- £#,?.) 
K _ 
(x»x) “ Jr, ^(x’ ~ ^ i,x) j ^ d
)# 
Since S is orthonormal, (f5 ^ ^ ^ | ^ 4 and from the definition of 







which is equivalent to the result. 
Theorem: The set of in S for which (f4,^ ) ^ 0, where x is fixed, is at 
most countable. 
Proof: For any at most countable subset °f elements of S, 
Bessel's inequality (I) applies. Therefore for £> 0, the number of elements 
<P îs S for which | (f,^7 ) J7Ê- is finite. For eachf^CS for which /(f,? )| 
and (f,^) ^0 either ! (f ,f ) I > 1 or i >|(f t<p )| > l , n - 1, 2,... 
n 1 n + 1 
and since the set of *?£ S satisfying each condition is a countable union of 
finite sets, it is either finite or countably infinite. 
Theorem: If f and g are functions in X and S^fiS^Il) 
|(f,f )(gT? )|£ Il f (I * Il g II for all <fe s for which (f,f ) (g*7? ) ^ 0. 
Proof: Inequality (II) follows from (I)foriff7,^, ..., ^ is a finite 
1 2 ® 
collection of distinct elements of S, 
E|(f, ><*7f.)l ± (i I <f, fj)!2)* ( I; |(g,^)! ¥ ê || f ll .|| g|| 
follows from (I) and Cauchy's inequality. 
These inequalities hold for all orthonormal systems, either complete or 
incomplete. If S is an orthonormal set in X, and ^ | (f, | ^ * || f || 
■c-t 
for every f£.X, then S is complete. Moreover, if we assume that X is a 
complete space and that S is a complete orthonormal set, then 
(f,g) * 21 (f> 
(f. )(g, Ÿ“ Il f II • Il g II • This is called Parseval's 
<pts i i 
general formula. 
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Section 3*6: Fourier Series, Bessel's inequality andIhrseval1s Equality 
A series of the general form o + (a_cos nx + b sin nx) 
— —< 
» • • • and b such that an • 1 ( f(x) cos nx dx n * 0,1,2 
7T 
b * 1 (* f(x) sin nx dx, n * 1,2,... is called the Fourier n fr Ur 
series of the function f(x) defined on L2prr,TTj. The constants an 
and bn are the Fourier coefficients of f(x). The function f(x) 
determines its Fourier series without consideration of convergence. 
For example (A) if we are given the function f(x) * X2 when -TTs x é1T 
4 
we can determine its Fourier series, a and b . 
’ n n 
The function is even, that is, f(x) ** f(-x), so bR * 0. 
For n 
= 2 (V Xf 
n if Jo 4 
0, a » IT* 
o — 
cos nx dx (a for an even function) n 
A 2 f
x 
If n>0, / x cos nx dx =  si 1 'o L n 
2 , 2x n nx - _sin nx +   cos nx 
n2 









Thus f- (cos x - cos 2x + cos 3x - ...) 
12 2 Q2 3 
Another example (B) Let f(x) * x in the interval (]_0, 'TTJ • 
direction integration gives aQ ■ TT. 
1T 
For n>0, an * 2 j x cos nx dx 
if 4» 
When n * 0, 
-20- 
j x cos nx dx 
‘o 
-ftr 
fix sin nx 1 1 ( sin nx dx 
Ln 
uo n /o 
1 f cos nff - 1 ] • 
2 
n 
a * - 4 when n is odd. n 
iTn2 
a = "TT - 4 cos x + cos 3x + cos 5x + ... 
" 1 * 3* S2 
AT . r -,1T /'*' 
For b , / x sin nx dx = I - 1 x cos nx j +11 cos nx dx 
° 4» L K 4> 
■ - 'jf cos n1T 
n 
ir i 
b * 2 r x sin nx dx = (-1)° (2) 
n if 4> n 
b ■ 2 T sin x - sin 2x ♦ sin 3x - sin 4x + 1 n |_ -s— ..j 
If the sequence ^K(x) is orthonormal, the results of Bessel's 
inequality and Parseval's formula show that the convergence in mean 
-n 2 
is equivalent to the convergence of ^ j ^ | . Furtter- 
- >J / i=| 
more, f(x)^4j^Ç f7. (x) implies 0C. « / f(x) @ (x) dx for every value 
Ir/11 l ' *i 
of i and Bessel's inequality is expressed as | J |f | ax. 
Theorem: (Riesz-Fischer) Tïhen the orthonormal system of functions 
ÿi(x) and the sequence OC^ of constants satisfying il 2 < oo 
2 Jl-/ / 
are given, there exists a function f(x)£Ir such that £H. m I f(x)^j (x) dx i / i 
for every value of i. 
2 71 2 
Proof: Since the space L is conçlete and I < oo and 
■y\ i-r i . 
Zac. f> 
i=/ i 
(x) converges in mean to a function f(x)£L . But 
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(f, f±) - f f(x) 9^(x) dx for f(x)^^_^t Cp (x) implies that CX • i i l 
every i. 
We will note that by virtue of the minimum property of partial 
sums of a Fourier series, that of all the trigonometric polynomials 
2 
of not higher than n, the best approximation in the mean L for any 
f(x)£ is given by the nth partial sum of the system • 
CHAPTER IV 
INTEGRAL INEQUALITIES IN MEASURABLE SPACES 
Section 4.1 The Lesbesgue Integral With Respect to a Measure A*. 
It is possible and often desirable to replace the set E upon which 
the Lebesgue measurable functions are defined, define the integrals 
p 
in terms of a more general measure and replace the spaces with 
some more general measure space. 
Our first aim will be, as before, to view the definitions of 
the class of integrable functions in a process of completing a normed 
linear space. Then we will explore the nature of some of the out¬ 
standing inequalities applicable in the space. 
Definition: A non-empty set T, and a collection d of subsets of T 
such that (1) T(2) for a set ACT, kt>J , then T - k£^f ; and 
(3) if the sequence AQ n * 1,2,... is contained in T, and k^C.^, 
oo . 
then [Jk £j&is called a (^-algebra. An extended, non-negative real- 
nmt n 
valued set function defined on an algebra *4 having the properties: 
(1) /*(E)£0 for Eeji /'(E)- 0 implies E - ff; (2) if a sequence 
f E £ of disjoint members of xf for which EC (J E * T has H- (E )<■ CO 
< nj »»*, n n 
CD 
and /*((J E ) £ S/^E , then /* is called a (T-finite measure, 
arc/ n 11=1 n 
A non-empty set X, a ^-finite algebra J of subsets of X such that 
OO 
LLf a. X and a (T -finite measure /•* define a measure space which may 
Its/ 
be designed by (X,>^, /*). The space is <T-finite since bothj^and 
are. 
A set EC>^ is said to be p- -measurable when for every set S;/
i*(S) 
SE) + ^«(SE1). The set X itself need not belong to>J and the 
22 
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complement of a measurable set need not be measurable. 
Definition: Given the function f(x) in X, we shall write N(f) * 
£ x/f(x)^Oj if f is real-valued and for every Borel subset M of 
the real line the set N(f ) f\f'^M) €^, is measurable and the sets 
{ x/f (x) * ±«>} £ J , then f is called a measurable function. 
If X belongs to J and if all values of f are real (not "too) 
it can be shown that f is measurable if and only if f"^'(M)£.W? for 
every Borel set M. 
For the development of the theory of integration based on a 
measure space it is not necessary to know where the measure came from. 
In various particular instances of the abstract general theory it is 
usually the case that a measure is constructed from some set function 
that has some, but not all of the properties of a measure. 
A measure space determines a class of functions which are 
integrable and with each such function f, there is associated a real 
number called its integral which is denoted f dp , E C*f. 
Definition: A function f which is finite-valued a.e. for which there 
exists a sequence £ f^ of integrable simple functions such that 
Jf ^4 
f If - f / d/*~*0 and f-*f (in measure), is said to be integrable. £■ n m   
The integral of f is then defined as / f Ah ■ lim Jf Ah • 6 n-*co n 
Suppose that f is an integrable function as defined, then | f | 
originating in a similar manner from j J f | f is integrable, and 
J I f n | d^* ~* j f f ( Ah , Ne therefore conclude that J | f | Ah * 0 
implies f(x) * 0 a.e. for it implies f^—► 0 since fn—* f. 
If (X, */,/*) is a measure space and z is a complex-valued 
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function defined on X, let z = x ♦ iy, where x and y are real valued, 
then z is measurable if x and y are both measurable and similarily it 
is said to be integrable with fz d/+ * f x dA4 ♦ if y dA4. 
The class of integrable functions is denoted • The set 
of classes of equivalent integrable functions is denoted as LC/4-). 
The linear space whose elements are equivalence classes of members of 
is denoted (/*). If 0 < p, a measurable function f is 
said to belong to <^C
P(/A) if | f J ^ is integrable. If f belongs to 
measure space (X, J,r-) as previously defined, then f belongs to the 
p 
function space (A ,/-*■) where 1 < p<.oo whenever J f | is sum- 
mable over ^ • 
Section 4.2 Holder and Minkowski Inequalities. 
If f£Lp(A,/A) and gtL^A,/4), for 1£ pcoo , let the sets 
Û - A ( |f | > | g| ) and A - A ( |f | < | g j ). For x£ & 
| f ♦ g | 2P( | f j + | g | )P t (2 | f | )p * 2P | f | P and f or x£ A2 
in the same way | f ♦ g | 2® j gPf hence | f ♦ g j 2^( | f | P + j g | P) 
on ^ This implies that (f ♦ g) £ L^A,/4). 
The functions f in Loo (A, A*-) have a number H, Oi M< ao 
such that / f l <: M for almost every x tA • If li p<oo , the norm 
off, (I f |) - f | P dMl/p for p * oo , |Jf|| -lubfM} 
Theorem: (Holder's inequality) 
If 1< p£rcz>, where 1 + 1*1, f(x)<FL (A,/*) and g(x)£L(A*/*)» 
p q p 4 
then fg£L and |^fg| dA4 f: f | f g | d /*<: // f //p. | g f| 
Proof: Let p = 1 or p *<3° , then the proof follows directly from the 
-25- 
definition of II f l|«o. Let 1< p«cCO and choose the set " 
A( | g | £ | f JP-1) for which q * P | fg j £ ( f | p and fg 
p-i l 
is summable over On the set A . * A - A | f | "^ | g | ^ and 
j f g j <1 j g | = | g | q 311(1 fg is summable over A2. Hence fgCL 
If at least one of the numbers |j f || and || g || is zero, then 
f * 0 or g = 0 a.e. on A , and the inequality is zero. When neither 
. m-1 
II f If p nor fl g J|^ is zero, let us consider the relation t <-1 (t>l, 
0<m<l). % integrating over [l,yj we get y®1 - l<m(y - l). Let 





(fl, - h) = q 
- b p or sc b ^ a ♦ b, which is true for any 
P q 
two unequal non-negative numbers a and b. Equality holds when a ■ b. 
By letting a * lp / and b = 1 gf 
PTi^ «il 
If! P * l*ql 
o il* id 




integrating over A , 
1 + 1 ■ % or 
q p 
1 / |fg| dt±< 1 Iff 11 y + 1 
II fl|p * -PFlf * 
M 
//< 
//fg f d/* £ || f || || g y 
A p q 
Theorem: (Minowski's Inequality) 
If f£L (A,A*) 1 £p£^, geL (A,/*) l€ q£<*> and 1 + 1*1 
P q p q 
then || f + g || p £ U f I/ ♦||g||p. 
Proof: The case where //f * zU m 0 is obvious. So is the case 
Ü* CT 1 
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f « 0 or g * 0. We assume that // g + f || ^ 0 and l<p<cw, and 
q ■ p. Then the proof is analogous to those already given* 
P-1 
Section 4.3 Convex Functions and Young*s Inequality. 
Thus far we have concerned ourselves with spaces in which both 
real and complex functions may be used without having to significantly 
alter the procedure in dealing with complex-valued functions. We 
shall give attention to a space in which a greater portion of the 
complex functions may be examined. 
Definition: The function y ■ ÿ (x) such that for h > 0 and for all 
xeA, <?(*)< <P(x + h) - <PU - h) is called a convex function. 
" 2 
From the definition we see that (x) is non-decreasing and that 
<P(0) * 0. Geometric ally, for any two points A and B of (x), 
all of the points of arc AB on ^(x) lie either on or below the chord 
AB. 
If F(x) is a convex function in [ a,bj , it can be expressed as 
F(x) * F(a) ♦ f* p(t) dt, where p(t) is a non-decreasing function in 
fa, bj , and conversely. In case F(a) = 0, F(x) * J*p(t) dt. 
Definition: Let p(t) be positive for t > 0, right continuous for 
t ^ 0, non-decreasing, and such that p(0) * 0, p(oo) “ 00 • 
sup 
The function q(s), s 'Z. 0 for which q(s) * ^ g is the right 
✓|u{ 
inverse of p(t). And, the functions M(u) « / p(t)dt, and 
'o 
Avj 
N(v) ■ J q(s)ds are called mutually complementary. 




> 1, t > 0. q(s) ■ s ^ s > 0, where 1 + 1 - 1 and N(v) = 
oc p 
, , ,P 
I q(s) ds = I vf 
* P 
Theorem: (Young's Inequality) 
Suppose $(u) and $(v) for arbitrary u >0, v > 0, then 
uv< $(u) + 5£(v) with equality if and only if at least v * f3 (u) 




Fj |u*-‘ 1 
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, ue [/0 
Proof: Let <|) (u) * Jo ^(u) du, and $ (v) 
B J f(v) dv, and suppose 
^(u) * uu~l , * p-1, ^(v) * v1^ • /j^u du * u* and 
* 
J /^(v) dv * v^ * The inequality results from the previously proven 
0 P 
relation, ab < aP ♦ b? Ecjuality holds only if a ■ b, or v * f (u) 
_ P q 
or u = f (v). 
Section 4.4 Priiez Spaces and Converse Holder Inequalities. 
Definition: Let the class ,/*") be the collection of all complex 
functions f(x) which are /■*-measurable on A, and such that <§|f(x)| 
is /^-summable over A . The class L* is defined similarly. 
Ordinarily the classes L* and L| are not linear. If i(u) * u, 
.2 
the class 1^ is evidently not linear. If p(t) » 2tex , q(s) has no 
explicit expression. 
If $(«) * C(up, C\. a positive constant, the class L| consists 
of the same functions as the space L . For p > 1 we have $(v) =fiv^, 
P 
where 1+1*1, so that L# contains the same functions as L . For 
? q * 9 
p * 1 it can be shown that Lg consists of all functions /«-measurable 
on A and satisfying | f(x)| •£. n a.e. on A • 
In order to satisfy this condition, let us define the linear 
Orlicz classes Lj and L^ containing and as subclasses. 
Definition: For am arbitrary measurable function f(x) on measurable 
set A , the norms (/ f ||j amd || f If g aire defined such that 
II f 11$ " ub j[|fg| At* for / g I d/* < 1 
and |f f \\% - u.b. J^ | fg | d/* for | g | dp £ 1. 
The space L^ * Lj ( A, ) which is the collection of all 
complex functions f(x) which are /«-measurable on set A , for which 
Il f |l^<Q0is called an Orlicz space. L^ is similarily defined. 
-29- 
If f and g are measurable functions on A » then | fg | dï* < Ç J | f | dA* 
+ f Ç I g| d^ follows from Young's inequality. 
Theorem: (Holder's inequality) 
If Lj and are complementary spaces ( 1 + 1 * l)y f £ L j 
P i 
and gt L& , for || g ||^0, fg is integrable over A and |£fg d/41 
/Jfg| .||g||s. 'A 
Proof : 
If II s llj* 0. ttan/Jfgld/* ■J[|fjJii_|d^.||g||i 
*** I d/* • II g|L 5 II f Ilf -I) g/lx by the definition 
Mf. 
of II f IL , and since f I g I 1 dp^l. 
**1 llellJ 
The Minkowski inequality is immediate from the Young inequality. 
Definition: If and are two normed linear spaces, identical or 
distinct, a transformation T is a function for which Tf(x) * g when 
f £&C and g£,RCH^. Sets and R are called the domain and range 
of T respectively. T is said to be linear if (l) T(f + f„)=Tf + Tf 
1 " 1 2 
for all f in and (2) T(<*-f) ° c*.Tf for any complex oC and f&H^. 
It is bounded if there exists a constant M> 0 such that ||Tf \\<z M|Jf|| 
for all f in H^. The smallest such M (lower bound of M) is called 
the norm of T, denoted |j T|| . Furthermore, if T is linear and bounded, 
|| T || - u.b.jj TF|| for all f such that |( f ||£ 1. 
The Banach-Steinhaus theorem on uniform boundedness states: If 
a set of linear bounded transformations {*) defined on a Banach 
space E; and if tf Tf || is bounded for each f£ E separately when T 
runs through J , the transformations are uniformly bounded. 
In other words, if there exists a M>.Osuch that |\ Tf||^M)jf// 
for all T in £ T} and all f in E, the set £ Tj in uniformly hounded. 
This theorem enables us to prove an inverse theorem for Holder's 
inequality. 
Theorem A: Let <£ (u) and ^ (v) be mutually complementary. If f(x) 
is a complex /* -measurable function defined on the measurable set A such 
that fg is /< -integrable over A for g in L-g, then f is in . In 
a like manner the theorem is stated for g in Ly. 
Proof: Let fg be integrable over A for g in L^. Then [l f J|^ * 
u.b. J^|fg| dM for fA \ g ( d^ < 1. Let An be an increasing 
sequence of sets, each An having finite measure such that A“ 
lim A . For x £ A choose f (x) « f (x) when I f (x)| <■ n and 
n n n 
f (x) * 0 elsewhere on A • Then f (x) £. L* and lim f (x) * 
n  n 
f(x) a.e. on A. The transformations f#(g) ■/ f (x)g(x) d/*- 
“ ^ n 
defined on Lj and with their ranges in the space of complex numbers 
are therefore linear and bounded. j f*(g) | $ || f^(x) ||j| .jj g ||^ and 
1f*(g) I » n = 1,2,••• is uniformly bounded. Hence lim f (g) =fg a.e. 
( f (g) | < I f g l and fg is integrable by hypothesis. So that 
• n
1 ' 
lim f*(g) ■ lim J f(x)g(x) df* x L fg df*. By the Banach-Steinhaus 
n A n 
theorem, / f*(g)j * I £fn(x)g(x) d/« J < M J| g || ^ 
|g | d/* ♦ 1 £ 2. 
.*. |f (x) g(x) d/*f £ fg dt* J 5 2M. letting g - I g I , does 
sgn f 
not affect / g / . Be find that £Jfg | dh* *= 2M and this shows that 
Il f II 2M is finite. 
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Theorem Bî If L and L are mutually complementary spaces the complex 
P q 
ju -measurable function f(x) defined on the set A , such that f(x)g(x) 
is integrable ever A for every g(x) in L (A ,/* ) then f(x) is in L 
q P 
U,/*). 
Proof: The proof follows from the preceeding theorem A if we choose 
J(u) 31 uP for 1 £ P <ao . Then Lj = L and Lap = L . 
p P * 
When p -GO, choose J(u) = u. Then LI * and *= L^, and by 
hypothesis f(x) g(x) is integrable for every g(x) in Lj which implies 
f(x)£.L, * L . 
CHAPTER V 
VARIATIONAL PROBLEMS 
Section 5.1 Introduction. 
The Calculus of Variations is the study of problems requiring 
the finding of maximum and minimum values of functionals. It 
might be expected to provide a powerful basis for dealing with 
integral inequalities. However, there are only a few examples of 
its application to integral inequnlities of the type generally used 
in analysis. Many of the important inequalities in analysis assert 
unattained bounds; while in the Calculus of Variations we are con¬ 
cerned with attained maxima and minima. 
The problem of finding the line of minimal length lying on a 
given surface ^(x^z) * 0 and joining two points A and B on this 
surface is an example of a variational problem. Such lines are 
called geodesics. It requires us to find the minimum of the function- 
satisfy the condition ^(x^z) * 0. 
Section 5.2 Euler's Equations. 
The methods of solving variational problems are very similar 
to t!"0se of ordinary functions. 
Definition: Variable values which depend on a variable which runs 
through a set of functions or a finite number of such variables, and 
which are completely determined by a definite choice of these variable 
functions are called functionals. A functional v(y(x)) is linear if 
al 
functions y(x) and z(x) 
32 
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v(<X.y(x)) • <^v(y(x)), where CX is a constant and if F(y^(x)) * 
y (x)) * F(y.(x)) + F(y (x). The increment or variation S y of the 
2 x 2 
argument y(x) of a functional v(y(x)) is defined byfcy « y(x) - y1(x). 
Definition: The variations ÔV of the functional v(y(x)) islhe linear 
part of increment Av * v(y(x) + 5 y) - v(y(x)) when it has the form 
Av * L(y(x), S y + p (y(x), 6 y)max ( 3 y | , where L(y(x),S y) is a 
linear functional in 6 y and £ (y(x),5 0, whenever max |6 y }—► 0. 
The variation plays the same role in the theory of functionals 
as the differential does in that of ordinary functions. If the function¬ 
al v(y(x)) exists and takes a maximum or minimum value along arbitrary 
neighboring curve y * yQ(x), then 6v * 0 along this curve. Hence 
the variation vanishes along those curves which make the functional 
an extreme. 
A functional v(y(x)) is said to be continuous if small varia¬ 
tions of y(x) always lead to small variations of the functional. If 
a function ([)(x) is continuous in an interval CVll and if 
J $ (x) ^J(x) dx = 0 for every choice of the ^ (x) subject to some x0 
general conditions, then (fj (x)S0 in the interval. This is known 
as the Basic Lemma of the Calculus of Variations. The general 
conditions to which^(x) may be subjected are: ’ 0, - 0 
">J(x) should be a first or a higher order differentiable function, 
/ ’l(x) C,, or |>^(x) |< € or both. In a like manner, if function 
$ (x,y) is continuous in domain D on the xy-plane and / y)'*l(x,y) 
dx dy » 0 for some function *t(x ,y) satisfying some conditions of a 
general kind, then J (x,y) s 0 in the domain D. 
-3:4- 
/*, 
For a functional v(y(x)) » J F(x,y,y') dx all of the assumptions 
Xc 




 dx y 
curve y ■ y(x) giving an extremum of v(y(x)) is a continuous function, 
and the variation & y is an arbitrary function subject to some general 
conditions (along a curve that makes the functional v(y(x)) have an 
extremum F - d F , 5 0) i>e# y * u(x) is a solution of the second- 
dx y ^ 
order differential equation F - d F , ■ 0 or written explicitly 
Y dx y 
F - F i-F ,y’-F y" = 0. This is Euler's equation. 
y ^ yy y»y» 
In order to have a curve making the functional an extremum, 
we must solve Euler's equation and then determine the arbitrary con¬ 
stants involved in a general solution of this equation by malting use 
of the conditions that at the end poins y0 = y(xQ), y^(xjj- Only those 
extremals which satisfy these conditions can yield extrema. 
Section 5.3: Examples of the Application of Euler's Equation. 
Example A: In order to determine which curves make functional 
,1 
v(y(x)) * I (y’2* " y2) dx, for y(0) = 0 and y(f0 “ 1 have an extremum, 
2 
we apply the Euler equation y" + y * 0. with y * c cos x + c sin x 
1 2 
as a general solution. By making use of the condition at the end points, 
we have * 0 and c^ = 1. Therefore y * sin x can only give v(y(x)) 
an extremum. 
Example B: The length of a curve connecting two points is l(y(x)) * 
/ l/l * y'2 dx. Its minimum occurs on a straight line y » C-.X ♦ C . 
'X 1 2 
F depends only on y', i.e., F » F(y') F * F - F , * F, ,y" « 0. 
) y jy • y y y y 




If F . v" = 0 has one or more real roots r.. then y * r.x + x. 
y'y' 1 1 
Therefore in the case F = F(y') the extremals are straight lines y * 
elx + C2* 
Example Cs If the functional depends on two functions y(x) and z(x); 
v(y(x), z(x)) -/ ' F(x,y,z,y'z') dx y(x ) - y , z(x ) * z . y(x ) » 
Ko ) O o 0 0 1 
y , z(x^) * z^, we obtain a system of two Euler equations 
F
y " “Hx 
Fy' * ® and Fz " -^Fzt = 0. The length of the shortest 
path between two points lying on a surface p(x,y,z) * 0, is a 
functional 
1 = /*' v/l + y'2 ♦ z'2 dx. 
The system of Euler equations ië F , ,y* + F * O.and F;rlT» F z'* 
yz ZIZI y £ * 
rz'z' » o. 
Hence ^ 
f'rt'V.' * <*,,,> > ^ ' °- 
2 
Suppose F | ,F (F , ,) ^0, then yM * 0 and z" ** 0 or 
yy z'z,_ y z 
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